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Getting charged with DUI can be really a frightening experience,
especially when you wake up in jail. Very few people realize when
things go out of control for them. Those who are charged with drunk
driving for the very first time, are startled to know that the fines they
might have to pay for even first time offence can sum to $50,000. Not

many can afford it, thus, it is advised to get a competent and experienced
legal representation, and else you might have to spend many next years
to pay off the fines.

If facing DUI charges or know someone who is in that state, then the
first thing to do is to hire a Los Angeles DUI lawyer to assist you or
your loved ones. One of worst places to face drunk driving charges is
Los Angeles, California as the state and legal system take such offenses
very seriously. Many people get killed or face permanent disability due
to drunk or drugged drivers. To discourage drivers from committing the
same offence again, California courts levy costly punishments on even
first time offenders.

Whenever facing drunk driving charges, it becomes very important to
understand the complete legal process and only then you know what
must be done next to save yourself from all trauma and hassles. People
often think that posting a bail is most difficult thing, however, there are
bigger troubles ahead and getting out from jail is just beginning of a
tiring process. Many people aren’t good at it and that’s where a good
Los Angeles DUI lawyer will come to save you from those things.
Generally, person who is charged with drunk driving is given a hearing
date on which they have to appear before judge and their crime gets
discussed. It’s very important stage as judge looks over all the evidence
submitted by cops, hears from prosecutor and also listen to everything
that defendant says.

At the first hearing, judge decides whether the defendant is guilty or not.
If he is, judge determines their sentence. If you don’t have a competent
Los Angeles DUI lawyer who understands how legal process works,
chances are high that future is going to be in jeopardy. To be honest,
there is no substitute for hiring a competent lawyer to fight your case
and to present your defense correctly.

If you are facing DUI charges in Los Angeles, what you need to do right
now to ensure your freedom is to consult with Jon Artz at
DUILawyerLosAngeles.com. He has four decades of experience in
wining DUI cases.

Summary: An experienced and competent Los Angeles DUI lawyer representation
is very important in DUI cases. Talk with Jon Artz at 310-820-1315 to get out of
DUI mess today.
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